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About This Game

Battle Of Worldviews - "real time strategy" in which you have to fight with friends or AI, while watching the resources, weather
conditions and their development. Constantly explore and discover improvements for your units, actively extract missing

resources, suddenly attack other players at night and victory will always be yours.
Features:

* The game develops and is being finalized.
* Change of time of day and weather conditions.

* Pleasant graphics.
* Good soundtrack.

* Multiplayer.
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Title: Battle Of Worldviews
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
ARGames
Publisher:
Metal Fox
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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battle of worldviews

I loved this game! It's not perfect, but it was unique and interesting. I got way more invested in the story than I expected..
mediocre, but i honestly liked it (except the one part where rorschach has to lockpick, really REALLY annoying). Action,
reflex, tactics..

oh, nice color effects, also ;). Game was basically abandoned after coming out of EA far too soon. Straight up dev cash grab.

Heard this story before? Well, it is all too common these days. Save your money.. Having problems running the game, I'm
assuming it's a graphics issue, but even dropping all settings to lowest doesn't help. Also it has crashed every time I've tried
playing (not sure if issues are related), haven't even been able to finish tutorial because of this. Contacted support two weeks ago
but haven't heard back from them yet.

Seems like a decent concept, but haven't been able to play enough to find out. If they ever get back to me or I can fix it on my
own, and they add VS AI mode, I'll probably change this to a recommend, but until then, I just can't. I should probably get a
refund, but I'm starved for RTS and I got it on sale ::shrug::. I use it for updating a ton of stuff that can't be found from
motherboard manu, gpu, and more... Like USB port drivers e.c.t works great, never had problems!. You get what you paid for,
5K achievements at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your
profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This is not a game, it’s just a way of
distributing achievements.
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It's a fun arcade shooter.
-Nice variety of ships to choose.
-Good selection of power ups.
-I like the multiplier mechanic.
-Had a problem with it loading early on but the developer was quick to help.
. This game used to work well though after buying some of the downloadable content and receving 5 billion or so updates it is
now broken, which is something of a shame as it was quite fun to play.. THIS GAME \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN META I
LUV IT KAPA PRIDE. I was expecting higer quality from Eidos. This is Mediocre VE experience at best :(. Very disappointed.
More puzzles than story. Thanks touhou community for making cool ost. There are various extra features, but the core gameplay
is disorganized and yet repetetive.
It doesn't really compare with the Galaga sequels, etc.
A good shmup has interestingly planned levels, and signifcant variety in bosses and power ups.

I nearly completed it on my second play, constrantly interrupted by "computer too slow!" warnings in the middle of the screen.
If this has to be shown, don't do it in the middle of the screen, blocking the action!
Also, this was on a VR capable PC, which easily runs games of vast complexity.
Perhaps it is the code itself which is "too slow"?
. Great workout! If you guys would incorporate training for slowly leaerning just how to bob and weave your game would be
priceless! It's a bit furstrating trying to learn it within a level, getting smacked all the time :-) Please consider it.. The Bounty is a
dungeon crawl game that can be played casually (just trying to get through the game) or competitively (hunting for high score
with a lack of saving), it is made by an indy dev and lacks a certian polish but that adds to the bit-game feel.

It has secrets, it has monsters, it has challenges. It can be rather diffucult and frustrating at times.

Its game style is an RPG, it has basic line battle\/JRPG battle system similar to FF and early JRPGs.

Its a good game at a good price.

You can repeat play and memorize most of the levels and secrets, it would be great to see randomized levels and challenges to
give it more replayability.

It would be good if there was a way to compare score against friends and other players
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